Coaching Covenant Between
Client Name
Coach Name
Date

Purpose
Coaching is a relationship that supports leaders in developing their God-given potential in order to grow individually, while making valuable contributions to the kingdom of God. This relationship is focused on connecting through powerful questioning that will lead the Client to identify, articulate, and act on goals in his or her life and congregation.

Values
- This coaching relationship will be characterized by the following values:
  - **Honesty** - We will speak the truth in love.
  - **Vulnerability** - We will openly share both life and ministry issues that affect the Client as he or she makes progress toward goals.
  - **Punctuality** - We will be prompt for all appointments and calls in respect of each other.
  - **Preparedness** - We will seek to complete agreed upon tasks and be prepared in advance for each coaching appointment.
  - **Commitment** - We will give our best efforts to the coaching relationship in the trust that God is leading the Client to accomplish his or her goals.
  - **Spiritual Support** - We agree to pray for each other regularly.

Expectations
We, the Client and Coach, will meet ________________, 2019 via (Zoom, phone, face-to-face). Coach will initiate the (Zoom, call, confirm meeting place) at _______________. Times and dates for future sessions will be scheduled at a convenient and workable time for both parties. The length of the coaching relationship will be open-ended, driven by Client’s needs. Compensation for four coaching services will be (i.e. $50/session).

___________________________________  __________________________________
Client  Coach

“Coaching is connecting. Connecting creates powerful, positive change through caring, confiding, encouragement, and accountability.”